
A FOCUSED OPERATOR’S APPROACH TO  
AN UNDER-APPRECIATED ASSET CLASS:
 
MULTI-TENANT INDUSTRIAL &  
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL WAREHOUSE

BKM Industrial Value Fund II, L.P.

HIGHLY SPECIALIZED  
VALUE-ADD REAL  
ESTATE INVESTING



154 
Million 

Square Feet 
Facilitated 

The BKM team has 
facilitated the sale or lease 
of commercial real estate 
valued in excess of $750 
million.

WHO  
WE ARE

$850 
Million Acquired

Co-Founder Brian Malliet 
has acquired 49 multi-tenant 
industrial properties in the 
Western United States  
since 1999, acting as 
both transaction lead and 
principal investor on every 
asset.

42.7% 
Gross Average
Annual Return 
On Realized 
Investments

BKM’s principal investors
own a superlative track
record within their specialized 
real estate niche over the  
past 15 years.

FUND PROFILE

BKM INDUSTRIAL VALUE 
FUND II:

Targeting $300 million commingled discretionary fund.

VALUE PROPOSITION: To identify and acquire challenged and/or underperforming 
industrial business parks and operationally reposition them 
to drive increased income and property appreciation.

TARGET ASSETS: Industrial multi-tenant properties of 100,000 to 250,000 
square feet, occupied by 20 to 100 tenants per property, 
most lease terms from 1-3 years.  

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS: Select metro markets in the Western U.S. within which the 
firm owns intimate knowledge and lender-broker networks; 
markets include California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada, 
Arizona and Utah.

INVESTMENT TIME FRAME: Investment period of 24 months, hold period of  
five years.

LOAN-TO-COST: Conservative application of leverage, targeting 65% loan-
to-cost on a portfolio basis.

CASH FLOW TO INVESTORS: Post-stabilization, each property aims to provide 7-10% 
annual yields, which are aggregated and distributed to 
investors quarterly.

TARGET RETURN: Overall target net IRR to investors of 15%+.

A Proven Team of  
Investors and Operators 

BKM Capital Partners is comprised of 
real estate professionals hand-selected 
by Co-Founder and CEO Brian Malliet 
during his two decades of experience 
acquiring and managing multi-tenant 
industrial properties. 

·  As a whole, this team possesses 
strengths in every skill necessary  
to transact on and improve assets  
in its target niche

·  BKM Industrial Value Fund II, LP 
seeks to take full advantage of 
the BKM team’s highly specialized 
expertise and capabilities at an 
opportune point of the market cycle 

·  The team’s mission is to deliver to 
its investors both superlative returns 
and an uncommonly high degree  
of communications and transparency 
in reporting



OUR PROCESS
• IDENTIFY  

Metro areas with favorable 
dynamics

• SOURCE  
Underperforming properties 
fitting our criteria

• CONDUCT   
Comprehensive analysis  
on each target asset

• UNDERWRITE   
To determine return profile under 

various operating scenarios

• OBTAIN   
Control of desired properties via 
superlative speed and execution 

• FINANCE 
At conservative debt levels with 

favorable rates and terms

• IMPROVE  
Property performance through 
execution of asset-specific 
initiatives to attract more tenants 
at higher lease rates

• REPORT  
To our lenders and investors on 
progress of each acquisition

• EXIT   
With special attention paid to 
metro area conditions, rent 
roll dynamics, and ultimately, 
investor IRR

AFTER

AFTER

BEFORE

BEFORE

This rehabilitated façade is one 
example of an improvement 
to a BKM-owned property. 
The asset management team 
carefully considers for each 
asset what improvements will 
best propel a project’s ROI, 
and then implements its plans 
quickly and economically.



Disclaimer: For distribution to prospective investors only.  

The material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument.  These matters have been prepared by BKM Capital Partners and provided to you solely 

for information purposes and may not be relied upon by you in evaluating the merits of investing in BKM Capital Partners (“Fund”).  All information in this document is subject to and qualified in its 

entirety by reference to the more detailed information appearing in the offering, disclosure, subscription, constituent, closing and other documents for the Fund (“Fund Document”).  An offer or 

solicitation of an investment in the Fund will only be made pursuant to the Fund Documents, and only the information in the Fund Documents should be relied upon when making an investment 

decision.  There can be no assurance that the Fund’s objectives will be achieved or that substantial losses will be avoided.  In particular, risks associated with the economy, currency, tax and stock 

market conditions, including market liquidity, may increase the risks of this investment and may impact the returns of the investment.

PROVIDENT TIMING FOR  
INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE 
INVESTMENT

·  Multi-tenant industrial real estate price per square foot in BKM’s target 
markets has not rebounded with the overall economy, remaining near  
ten-year market lows

·  Government programs and lending standards are spurring small  
business origination, increasing the tenant base for this property type

·  Overall market inventory has actually decreased due to demolition of 
industrial properties for higher uses, such as residential or office, and 
minimal new construction

· Distressed and orphaned properties still abound in this asset class,  
yielding frequent opportunities for below-market purchases

· Through its proprietary network of lenders and brokers, BKM has  
a fully stocked pipeline of prime acquisition targets

BKM Capital Partners invests in and actively manages multi-

tenant industrial business parks in selected metro markets in 

the Western United States. The firm has recently launched 

its first institutional fundraise to allow outside investors to 

capitalize upon BKM’s poised team and stocked pipeline as 

well as favorable present macroeconomic conditions.

Brian Malliet 
Chief Executive Officer, Co-Founder 
T (949) 566-8800 
bmalliet@bkmcapitalpartners.com

Barbara Rea 
Director of Marketing & Operations 
T (949) 396-6138 
brea@bkmcapitalpartners.com

Address 
1701 Quail Street, Suite 100 
Newport Beach, CA 92660


